Sponsors (as of 11-1-2020)

Title Sponsor

Pleasure Versatility Challenge, brought to you by TERRY BRADSHAW QUARTER HORSES

Class Sponsors

Pattern class, sponsored by CIMARRON TRAILERS
Western pleasure class, sponsored by THE EQUINE CHRONICLE
Conformation class, sponsored by THE EQUINE CHRONICLE
Official Tack Sponsor

Show headstall for Pattern Class sponsored by Blue Ribbon Custom Tack
Show headstall for Western Pleasure sponsored by Blue Ribbon Custom Tack
Show halter for Conformation Class sponsored by Blue Ribbon Custom Tack
Work Saddle to be given to the horse finishing in 12th place overall!
Gold Sponsors

O3 Animal Health and Equine Omega Complete: The Official Essential Fatty Acid Supplement of the Pleasure Versatility Challenge; plus sponsor of a gallon of Equine Omega Complete to each exhibitor
Hassinger’s Equine Sports Medicine: The Official Equine Veterinary Services provider of the Pleasure Versatility Challenge
Kent Ray Taylor: Owner of the Pleasure Versatility Challenge 2019 Champion
EquusCell StemWrap: The Official regenerative wound care product of the Pleasure Versatility Challenge
Holly Spagnola Design: The Official Champion Buckle provider to the Pleasure Versatility Challenge
Silver Sponsors

Oak Spring Ranch LLC/Kathryn de Vries Mitchell
Zuidema Pleasure Horses/Tim & Katy Jo Zuidema

Bronze Sponsors

Weems & Stephens Equine Hospital, Inc.
Stallion Sponsors

EXTREMELY HOT CHIPS/Terry & Tammy Bradshaw
ITS A SOUTHERN THING/Gumz Farms
NO DOUBT IM LAZY/Frank & Lin Berris
VS GOODRIDE/Brenda Gower
VS CODE BLUE, Kathy Tobin
BLAZING HOT/Joan Schroeder
HOW BOUT THIS COWBOY/Leeman Farms
LAZY LOPER/Leeman Farms
MACHINE MADE/Cory Seebach & Candice Hall
MECHANIC/Sandra Morgan
Partner Sponsors [$500]

Prince Farm/Chester & Anne Prince
The Resort at Paws Up/Nadine Lipson
Fullerton Equine, LLC/Clint Fullerton
Highpoint Performance Horses/Charlie Cole/Jason Martin
Western Hauler/Larry & Melody Roberts
McCann Performance Horses/Kristy McCann
Dry River Ranch/Stephen Stephens/Terry Cross
Andreini and Company (John Dobbs/Courtney Clogg and Jeff/Vicki Tebow)
StarLand Ranch, LLC (Jim and Anneene Gustafson)
Jill and Murray Show Horses/Jill Newcomb/Murray Griggs
Evans Performance Horses/Chad Evans
Banks Ranch/Ken & Laina Banks
Ranch/Farm/Trainer/Business Sponsors

Chuck Letchworth Bits & Spurs in-kind sponsor of a show bit going to reserve in Western Pleasure
Powderbrook Farms
Lasusa & Lagace, LLC/Colton Lasusa/Whitney Lagace
Empyre Show Horses/Troy Lehn/Brad Ost
Vickery Performance Horses
Ryan Cottingim Show Horses
Tommy Sheets Show Horses
Voge Quarter Horses